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Abstract

Fractional quantum Hall (FQH) states have recently been observed at unexpected values of the filling factorν. Here we
interpret these states as a novel family of FQH states involving pairing correlations rather than Laughlin correlations am
quasiparticles (QPs). The correlations depend upon the behavior of the QP–QP pseudopotentialVQP(L

′), the interaction energ
of a pair as a function of the pair angular momentumL′. This behavior, known from numerical studies of small systems, is
to demonstrate that pairing correlations give rise to FQH states at the experimentally observed values ofν.
 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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Recently Pan et al. [1] observed fractional qu
tum Hall minima inρxx at unexpected values of th
Landau level filling factorν outside the Jain sequen
of states withν = n(2pn ± 1)−1, where n and p

are positive integers. The composite fermion hie
chy [2,3], in which the reapplication of the Chern
Simons (CS) mean field approximation attaches
ditional flux quanta to the quasiparticles (QPs) in
partially filled composite fermion (CF) shell, has be
suggested [1,4] as a possible explanation of som
these states. However, the form of the residual inte
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tions [5–8] between QPs sometimes precludes Lau
lin correlations and the realization of certain dau
ter states of the CF hierarchy [9,10]. Among the
states are theν = 4/11 and 4/13 daughter states ob
served experimentally [1], which correspond to q
sielectron (QE) and quasihole (QH) filling facto
νQE = 1/3 andνQH = 1/5, respectively. In addition
the observed even denominator fractional fillings c
not arise within the CF hierarchy. Here, we show t
instead of having Laughlin correlations, the QPs fo
pairs, and that these pair excitations cause the nove
compressible daughter states at the unexpected v
of ν observed experimentally.

By Laughlin correlations [11] among interactin
fermions confined to a spherical surface we m
.
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that pair states with the largest values of the p
angular momentumL′ (or smallest values of th
relative angular momentumR = 2l − L′, wherel is
the single fermion angular momentum) are maxima
avoided. Laughlin correlations occur if andonly if
the pseudopotentialV (L′) is “superharmonic”, tha
is, rises with increasingL′ faster thanL′(L′ + 1) as
the avoided value ofL′ is approached [6,7,9,12]. He
V (L′) is the interaction energy of a pair of fermio
as a function ofL′. The pseudopotential for electron
in the lowest Landau level (n = 0) is superharmonic a
all values ofL′. However, for the first excited Landa
level (n = 1) it is not superharmonic at the large
value of L′, namelyL′ = 2l − 1. This is known to
result in pairing of the electrons [12,13] at fillin
factorsν = 7/3, 5/2, and 8/3.

For QPs of the Laughlinν = 1/3 state,VQP(L
′) has

been obtained from exact numerical diagonalizat
studies of small systems [5–8,10] (with particle nu
ber N � 12). This is illustrated for QEs in Fig. 1(a
When plotted as a function ofN−1, VQE(R) converges
to a rather well-defined limit as shown in Fig. 1(
for R = 1, 3, and 5. The results are quite accurate
to an overall constant (which does not affect the c
relations). Because the short-range interactions (
at small values ofR or small QE separation) dete
mine the nature of the ground state, numerical res
for small systems describe the essential correlat
quite well for systems of any size. Furthermore,
subharmonic character ofVQP at certain values ofR
(R = 1 for QEs andR = 3 for QHs) makes it im-
possible forνQE = 1/3 andνQH = 1/5 to lead to in-
compressible daughter states of the CF hierarchy
this we mean that for a spin polarized state in wh
QPs of the Laughlinν = 1/3 state yield filling fac-
torsνQE = 1/3 (or νQH = 1/5), Laughlin correlations
among the QPs, giving rise to incompressible dau
ter states atν = 4/11 (or ν = 4/13), cannot occur
[6,7,9,10].

How then can we understand the novel sta
observed atν = 5/13, 3/8, 4/11, etc.? To illustrate
we use the case of QEs (the application to Q
is straightforward and will be given elsewhere).
is apparent thatVQE(R) is not superharmonic a
R = 1. In fact, its maximum repulsion occurs
R = 3. In this case, the QEs do not display Laugh
correlations by avoiding the pair state withR = 1
(or, in the planar geometry, by having the Laughli
Fig. 1. (a) Interaction pseudopotentialsVQE(R) for a pair of QEs of
the Laughlinν = 1/3 state, calculated for up toN = 12 electrons on
a spherical surface. (b) The leading QE pseudopotential param
VQE(R) for R = 1, 3, and 5, plotted as a function ofN−1, inverse

of the particle number. Extrapolation toN−1 → 0 corresponds to
an infinite planar system.

Jastrow factor
∏

i<j (zi − zj )
2 in the ground state

wavefunction wherezj = xj − iyj is the position of
the j th QE). Instead, they tend to form pairs wi
R = 1 in order to minimize the pair amplitude [12,1
with R = 3. Pairing at filling factorν = 5/2 has been
considered by others [14,15] based on the observa
of an unexpected incompressible ground state.

The pairs can be thought of either as bosons
fermions with pair angular momentumlP = 2l − 1,
since in two-dimensional systems bosons (fermio
can be transformed into fermions (bosons) by a
transformation [16,17]. For a system containing m
than a single pair,the allowed values of the total
angular momentum of two pairs must be chosen in
such a way that the Pauli principle is not violated
when accounting for identical constituent fermions
belonging to different pairs. This can be accomplishe
if different pairs are not allowed to approach t
closely by requiring that the largest allowed value
the total angular momentum of two pairs (treated
fermions) to be given bỹL′ = 2lFP, where

(1)2lFP= 2(2l − 1) − γF(NP − 1).

Here the simplest assumption of complete pairing
made, so thatNP = N/2 is the number of fermion
pairs (FPs), andγF will be an odd integer (if the
pairs were treated as bosonsγB would equalγF − 1).
γF is chosen so that the fermion pair filling fact
νFP = (NP − 1)/2lFP is equal to unity when the QE
filling factor νQE = (N − 1)/2l is also equal to unity
This condition giveslFP = 2l − 1− 3

2(NP − 1) for the
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“effective” angular momentum of one FP and

(2)ν−1
FP = 4ν−1

QE − 3

for large systems. This CS transformation autom
cally forbids states of two FPs with the smallest se
ration. The larger pair–pair separation causes the
stituent QEs to avoid the largest repulsion atR = 3.
In addition, the transformation selects fromDL(N, l),
the number of multiplets of total angular momentu
L formed fromN fermions each with angular mome
tum l, a subsetDL(NP, lFP).

We expect pair formation for QE filling facto
satisfying 2/3 � νQE � 1/3, where Laughlin–Jain
states [11,18] that avoidR = 1 would normally occur
for a superharmonic potential. If we assume the F
support Laughlin correlations, when their separati
are large, then incompressible ground states woul
expected at the Laughlin filling factorsνFP= 1/5, 1/7,
and 1/9. From Eq. (2), these correspond to values
νQE given by 1/2, 2/5, and 1/3. For νQE � 1/2 we
make use of QE–QH symmetry and think of fermi
pairs of QHs givingνQH = 1/2, 2/5, 1/3 andνQE =
1/2, 3/5, and 2/3. Only at these values ofνFP do
we have Laughlin states of the fermion pairs w
νQE in the required range. In the hierarchy sche
[2] describing partially filled CF levels, the origina
electron filling factor is given by

(3)ν−1 = 2+ (1+ νQE)
−1.

Here the 2 on the right-hand side comes from the
dition of two flux quanta per electron in the origin
CS transformation on the electrons, and(1 + νQE) is
the CF filling factor. Hence, we find new incompres
ible states atν = 5/13, 8/21, 3/8, 7/19, and 4/11. All
except the 7/19 and 8/21 states have been observ
We are uncertain whether there is some reason
these two states do not occur, or if, because they h
such large denominators, they are simply difficult
see and might be observed in future experiment
could be that our simple model, which assumes co
plete pairing of all QPs, is not valid at every value
νQP (alternatively, partially paired states could be co
sidered), or that a spin unpolarized state preempts
formation.

As an illustration we have performed an exa
diagonalization on a system containingN = 10 QEs
at l = 17/2. This corresponds toνQE = 1/2. The
energy spectrum (Fig. 2(a)) obtained using the QE–
Fig. 2. (a) Low energy spectrum (energyE as a function of total
angular momentumL) of 10 QEs at 2l = 17 corresponding to
νQE = 1/2 andν = 3/8, obtained in exact diagonalization in term
of individual QEs interacting through the pseudopotential show
Fig. 1.λ is the magnetic length. The open circle atL = 0 denotes a
robust ground state. (b) CoefficientG(R), the amplitude associate
with pair states of relative pair angular momentumR, for the lowest
L = 0 state of 10 particles in a shell of angular momentuml = 17/2.
The solid dots and open circles are obtained for the QEs (theν = 1/2
ground state marked in frame (a)) and electrons, respectively.

pseudopotential given in Fig. 1 shows a robustL = 0
ground state and an excitation gap. The coeffic
G(R) = ∑

L′α′ |GL′α′(R)|2 appropriate for theL = 0
ground state is shown in Fig. 2(b) for the allow
values ofR. GL′α′(R) is the coefficient of fractiona
grandparentage [5–7,19], andG(R) is a measure of th
amplitude associated with pair states of relative p
angular momentumR. For the purpose of compariso
the same results are shown for theL = 0 state of a
ten-electron system in the lowest Landau level, als
l = 17/2. The large decrease inG(R) at R = 3 and
increase atR = 1 in going fromVe(R) to VQE(R)

is clear evidence of the avoidance of pair states w
R = 3 and the formation of pairs withR = 1 in the
case of QEs.

Rather than contradicting the assertion [10] t
the 4/11 state (orν = 4/13 state whenνQH = 1/5)
cannot occur as an incompressible daughter sta
the standard CF hierarchy of Laughlin correlated
states of a spin polarized system, the results of
et al. [1] offer support for the idea of pairing of QP
at certain values ofνQP. In contrast to the hierarchie
of Laughlin correlated QP states, the pairing pict
can account for incompressible states in the low
Landau level with even denominator fractional fillin
We emphasize that simple repetition of Laugh
correlations among daughter states [2,4,20] contain
CF QPs is not always appropriate [10] because of
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form of VQP(R). The proposed pairing of CF QP
gives rise to a new type of QP which in turn leads t
myriad of completely novel hierarchy states.
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